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The progress on the Energy Saver is briefly de- 
scribed. A description of same of the "hard lessons" 
is given, and a short oxnpxison of the m-shell di- 
pole versus the "CDS 0" form is made. 

Irtrcduction 

There is a rapidly developing comG.trent to super- 
conductivity in the physics ccnmunity. At this confer- 
ence, papers describing mgnets for the Tevatron, ISA- 
BELLE, LXX in the U.S.S.R., TRISTAN inJapan, andHERA 
in Germany have been heard. As a result, it is perhaps 
useful to review the state of the technology as it nox 
exists. To this end, this paper will briefly review 
the Tevatron status and indicate sox~ of the hard les- 
sons that we have learned. Iwouldthenlike tomake 
a few ccnments comparing the two different magnet struc- 
tures being pursued. The one at FNAL can be described 
as a two-shell, collared coil using Rutherford cable 
and a warm iron yoke. The other being pursued at% 
is a single shell, ~0s 0 winding using a braided cunduc- 
tar with a cold iron yoke. 

Present Status 

Construction of the Tevatron is proceeding satis- 
factorily. The magnet ccmpnents cunsisting of col- 
lared coils, cryostats, and yokes are new proceeding 
~11 after we had encountered troubles with the sup- 
ports for the coil. Thesesup~rtswhichposition the 
coil in the center of the yoke and must span from the 
roan twrature yoke to the 4O coil, must have high 
strength and a lowheatleak. The difficulty with the 
support system was discovexed after magnet production 
hadcomced. The cryostat production was delayed 
while this problem was solved, and the coil production 
mntinued. During this period, quality control of the 
collared coil assemblies was provided by the room tem- 
pzrature magnetic measuring system that has been de- 
Scribed in previous contributions to these conferences. 
At present, mxe than half of the collared coil assem- 
blies are complete for both the dipole and quamle 
rmqnet.5. Cryostat production is now at the level of 
eight dipole and two quadmp~le cryostats per week, and 
we expect to reach the level of ten dipoles per week 
shortly. 

The refrigeration system consisting of the 3,000 
liter per hour central liquefier and 24 satellite re- 
frigerators is proceeding on schedule. Three satellites 
are working, and the main liquefier plant is being run 
111. Since reports of this nature are of transient inter- 
est, I will now leave the subject and list a few of the 
hard lessons that have been learned. 

Hard Lessons 

1. Quality control is much more difficult than 
expected. Magnet production is still a difficult and 
state of the art procedure. An extensive and sophis- 
ticated K system is needed. It must have many small, 
self-correcting loops. This means local monitoring of 
processes or subassemblies in a manner that catch dif- 
ficulties before a large backlog of deficient ccmpo- 
nerizs is acmlated. For instance, a high voltage 
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test of the cable insulation as it ccxxs off the cabling 
mxhine is sensitive to bad insulation, over-size 
strand,and sharp comers onthe.conductor frcmthe 
process. Such a test enables the manufacturer to catch 
the trouble jxn&iatelybefore a large muntofbad 
cableismadeand shippea for use inthemagnets. 
Leak checking of subassemblies is also another obvious 
example. 

However, a second level of quality control must 
also exist. The magnet/cryostat system is sensitive to 
slow drifts in the production processes which must be 
monitored and corrected. R~cmtemperaturemagnetmea- 
surements of the dipoles and quadrupoles and ultimately 
cold mzas~em=nts at the Magnet Test Facility (MD') 
fulfill this function. An esserrtial. feature for this 
system to function is that there must exist ways to 
make small changes in the fabrication of the reagnet on 
thebasis of thesemeasurements. For instance, small 
changes in the shims thatcontrolthelcwerhamxmics 
are made to correct slow drifts arising frcm changes 
in cable size, insulation thickness, etc. Thenormal 
and skewquadrupole rxxrents are remwed entirely by 
positioning the coil off axis in the iron yoke during 
its finalmeasur~ts atMTF. 

2. Refrigeration. Need lots! At turn-on time 
in a nay system, as much as twice the anticipated re- 
friqeration should be available. All troubles that are 
en&mtered with superconducting magnets such as 
auenches. vacuum leaks, contamination, heat leaks, hu- 
&mist&es, and ignorance imnediatelygetturned into 
refrigeration troubles. Later as the system is opar- 
ated and better uriierstccd, the load may approach the 
one originally anticipated, It may be useful, for in- 
stance, to provide for temporary extra ccmpressor capa- 
city at turn on for a &l system. Large systems will 
be brought on piece-al, i.e. a section at a time, for 
instance, which represents a second way of achieving 
overcapacity of the refrigerator at turn-on time. 

3. Magnet Test Facility (MI'F). It is easy to 
underestimate the load that MCF must handle. FTL% is 
undersized even though the facility has six test stands, 
two complete measuring systems, and a large amount of 
refrigeration capacity. Itmustperformthree func- 
tions . First, ccanplete check of the vacuum integrity, 
cryogenic inteqrity, 2nd magnetic field properties of 
magnets to be installed in the tunnel. Second, it is 
the ultjmxte quality control tool; and third, it is 
the heart of all of the F&D that is being carried on 
during the project. 

A ._ Strong industrial support is necessary. Fernxi- 
lab has had very strong support and close ties with 
many componentmanufacturers. Perhaps, one of the 
mxt successful (but not the only one by any mans) is 
with the cable processing done byNewFnglandElectric 
ConpanY. A ELI&& reaction time and short turnaround 
tine are necessary to avert expensive mistakes. The 
manufacturer must be both willing and able to work 
closely with an R&D project. I do not believe that the 
ccanplete magnet asserrbly is suitable at this time for 
industrialmanufacture. It is still too much of an 
I&D effort. 
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Masnet Structure 

I would now like to riake scse highly personal re- 
marks on the ccmparison between the FNAL two-shell 
Rutherford cable, collared coil design, and the BNL 
03s 8, braided conductor, cold iron structure. I will 
confine these remarks to four areas: 

1. Prelcad. In order that the coil not distort 
under excitation, the elastic compressive forces must 
exceed the magnetic JxB forces. To change the preload 
in a collared coil, the coil is molded to a larger size. 
The collars are then slipped over the coil, and the 
greater preload is directly applied by the collaring 
press when it closes the collar tightly. Any amount of 
change in the preload is easily accam-cdated, and the 
nolded coil size is easily changed by shims in the mold. 
With the BNL assembly procedure, the change in preload 
is acco@Lished by molding the coil to a larger size, 
and'chenusing a singleordouble shrinkmethcd to in- 
sert the coil packaqe into the precision bore of the 
yoke. The process does notlenditselfto adjusting 
the preload over a wide ranqe. 

2. Field accuracy. For harmonics higher than 
about the decapole, the errors are dcminatedby fluctua- 
tions in the turn-to-turnplacemantof thewire and are 
the sama for alln&hcds of construction. The lower 
harmonics depend on the current block positions or the 
key angles. The collared coils make these angles 
easily adjustable by means of shims that are put in 
place when the coil is collared (the necessary change 
of a few mils has negligible effects on the preloading). 
Thus, a given stack of coils can be made into magnets 
withdifferingmultipolemomants. The collar is a 
hiqhly reproducible and accurate piece of stainless 
steel obtained by stamping with precision dies. The 
field accuracy is tied to the accuracy of the collar. 
For the cos E structure, accurate placement of the 
block is necessary and must be built into the coil with 
great care. The large iron mass does not aid in con- 
trolling the angles of these blocks or the field accur- 
acy. An additional advantaqeof thewarmironis tit 
there is a relatively large central hole in the yoke 
since the iron must not saturate. It is possible by 
placing the axis of the coil off the axis of the yoke 
to ccmpletelyeliminate thenormal andskewquadrupole 
nxments of the coil assembly. This is presently being 
done on the test stand at the time of the final mea- 
suremant for the Fermilab coils. 

3. Dynamic effects of the support. For each sys- 
tem, there are dynamic effects on the field of the sup- 
Fort. The collars flexelastically, and the cold iron 
saturates. Both of these effects show up in the sextu- 
pole manrents, but the effects of the collars elastically 
deflecting, about .002 in., is less than 5 percent of 
the effect of the saturation of cold iron. -The advan- 
tage of the iron being close is that it makes available 
about 1 Tesla addition&l field. But it forces a greater 
load upon the correction coil package. 

4. Cryogenics. The cold iron design entails ex- 
tracting a much larger amount of heat during co&down 
than is the case of the collared coil assembly. As men- 
tioned earlier, refrigeration and turn-around time are 
very important when bringing up a system of supercon- 
ducting magnets. 

Future 

In the future, answers to scse of the above criti- 
cisms will undoubtedly be found. Perhaps as we go to 
higher fields, only magnets such as the Danby design at 
P&L or the ones presented at this conference by J. Perot 
from Saclay and Clyde Taylor from LRL will be able to 

stand the forces. As we go to higher energies, the 
question of higher field magnets must be addressed. 
TomCollins,atFermilab,has made avery strong point 
that the aperturemustbe decreased in order to save 
on the superconductor costs. A study of the errors in 
the present magnets indicate that we could go to an 
aperture as small as 2 in. He also points out that 
quadrupoleswithahiqhgradientbecare increasingly 
hard to design. This is just the reverse of the past. 
Presentmachines have a large aperture inorder to 
acoorrmDdate complicated beam choreography at injection 
andextraction times. In the future, we may not be 
able to afford this luxury but will have to rely rnti 
mre on sophisticated beam manipulation techniques. 
It appars that we are going to be strongly challenged 
to keep the circular machine on themainline in the 
Livingston graph. 
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